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WHAT IS VANDALISM?

Vandalism is an action that involve 

deliberate destruction or damage to 

public or also private property.



TYPES OF VANDALISM

There are very type of vandalism,but these are the 

most common :

 INFORMATIC VANDALISM

 WORKS OF ART VANDALISM

 NATURE VANDALISM

 SOCIAL VANDALISM



INFORMATIC VANDALISM

The most revealing example,is the “Defacement”.

It’s when the homepage of a website is illegally 

modified,for example changing the text or an 

image.



WORKS OF ART VANDALISM

It’s really easy to understand.

The works of art,as paintings or statues,are 

modified.

For example,they destroy them or they write a text 

or they draw with a pen.



NATURE VANDALISM

The most known example is “Pyromany”.

It’s an intense obsession with fire, flames, 

explosives in general and the related effects, 

which often occur with the intentional lighting of 

fires.



SOCIAL VANDALISM

The 2 most revelant example are 

“hooliganism” and “bullying”.

HOOLIGANISM

Is when a group of people do 

damage around a city or also 

in a stadium.

BULLYING

Is  when a single or a group 

of people assumes an 

aggressive character on one 

person.



CAUSES…

The vandalism is caused by the desire of teenagers 

to express themselves and be noticed.

There are a lot of young people who just seek 

attention because they are deprived of parental 

care or abused at schools.



…AND EFFECTS

Vandalism can affect people's quality of life 

because it damages or destroys things that they 

need or care about.

It also make people feel that their lifes are less 

safe than they really are. Can also be 

dangerous;some people have really died when 

acts of vandalism got out of control.



VANDALISM INSIDE SCHOOLS

VANDALISM INTO A 

MUSIC CLASS

VANDALISM INTO A 

BATHROOM



VANDALISM IN A CITY

VANDALISM INTO 

UNDERGROUND

VANDALISM NEAR 

A STATION



WHAT CAN WE DO?

First of all,let’s talk about the really big difference 

about a revolution as a single person or as a 

group of people.

As a single person,we can do something,but as a 

group we can do more things about 

vandalism.Let’s talk about it!



AS A SINGLE PERSON

These are some tips that you can do for prevent or 

also try to stop vandalism :

 Install Security Lights

 Install Unbreakable Glass

 Install a Fence

 Lock Security Gates and Doors



AS A COMMUNITY

As a community,we can do very things.

For example,we can search those people and 

stop’em,or also try to talk with them.I think that 

it will probably be successfull.



PUNISHMENTS!

About the penalties,these are the most common ones:

 PRISON

 SANCTIONS

 RETURNS

 SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY



PRISON

A prison sentence for 

vandalism can vary from 

a few days in prison to 

several years in prison, 

depending on the amount 

of damage caused.

SANCTIONS

The sanctions for 

vandalism also differ 

widely by state, 

ranging from several 

hundred dollars to $ 

25,000 or more for the 

most serious crimes.



RETURNS

The return is the money 

you pay to the owner 

for the damage you 

have caused. The 

money is added to the 

fine you have to pay 

and you usually have to 

pay enough so that the 

owner can repair or 

replace the damaged 

property.

SERVICE TO THE 

COMMUNITY

A court may also request 

you to perform 

community service as 

part of your punishment. 

This means that it is 

necessary to dedicate a 

specific number of hours 

to the service of a 

voluntary organization.



TRUE FACTS

1° ITALY , BOLOGNA

06 / 06 / 2015

A group of boys, who had been driven out of 

the university building, reacted towards 

the Herculan palace, drawing the symbol 

of anarchy on the statues.



TRUE FACTS 

2° ITALY , NETTUNO

10 / 12 / 2019

Unknowns have destroyed the windows of 

the doors and windows of almost all the 

cars of the train. Then , they succeeded in 

damaging most of the equipment.



IN CONCLUSION…

I think vandalism is a totally wrong thing, as you 

damage the society,you are also damaging yourself.

“Respect yourself, respect others, respect your 

cultural heritage and the environment”



THANKS FOR WATCHING!!!


